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uralist traveler” (1: p. 99). In sum, a nation cannot

“the seeds of relief and consolation to human suf‐
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fering” (1: p. 222).
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According to Humboldt, oppression adversely

nor can it prosper if it does not know the location
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and demographics. He uses meticulous statistical
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on the Creoles is neither the effect of the climate
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digenous farmers as lazy since their mode was
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more subsistence farming rather than tapping into
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land’s ability to produce cash crops. His frustra‐

believes that “precise knowledge of these ratios is

tion with the country’s inability to keep up with
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the supply and demand of a growing population,
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thus creating food insecurity for the largest and

other words, national prosperity is directly tied to

poorest sectors of society, is palpable. Humboldt’s

ethnic equity. Despite inequalities, Humboldt

tables and discourses on the obstacles to popula‐

points to academic and scientific spheres where

tion growth may seem tedious to all but political

race and origin can be set aside and believes pro‐

economists or anthropologists, yet these pages

gress in these areas showcases Mexico’s advance‐

contain hidden gems worth mining. From bur‐

ment. While Humboldt’s language includes xeno‐

geoning theories about how climate affects human

phobic elements, he is quick to praise the many

robustness to vaccinations against diseases to

Mexican scientists and their contributions to both

European frustration over indigenous subsistence

national and scientific advancement—undergird‐

farming versus commercial agricultural produc‐

ing his enlightened ideals of equality in the sci‐

tion are a few topics meriting further exploration.

ences. Humboldt sums up his discourse on demo‐

Some of his insights are quite relevant to modern

graphics by admonishing that “a wise government

society. For example, Humboldt waxes positive

that took the best interests of humanity to heart

about smallpox inoculations being introduced to
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Mexican society, claiming it is “remarkable patri‐
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otism by halting the progress of the epidemic
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“uneasiness and a rancor that disturb the enjoy‐

quite slow and extremely subtle” (2: p. 286). Hum‐

ment of social life” (1: p. 297).

boldt sums up New Spain’s economic affairs as
barely solvent and in need of infrastructure reor‐

Political Essay is an interdisciplinary work

ganization.

that will interest scholars in disciplines ranging
from the social sciences to the biological sciences.

Navigating Humboldt’s tables of production

Many of Humboldt’s scientific and social discus‐

and crop yields is daunting. His writing is mean‐

sions fall within the scope of best practices for

dering at times, following rabbit trails and trains

manufacturing and industry. Humboldt’s concern

of thought that do not drive home main points.

is to increase national prosperity while improve

Many of his subpoints, such as tracing migration

working conditions for indigenous workers and

through linguistics and agriculture, do not further

safeguard capitalism for private enterprise. He de‐

his immediate goals of writing a political essay

cries corrupt taxes and duties used to fill depleted

and could have been left out with no immediate

royal coffers and line private pockets. Books 4 and

loss. His chapter summaries with fewer tables

5 cover Mexico’s agriculture and mining, includ‐

would have been adequate yet much would have

ing raw materials produced for industry and com‐

been lost if Humboldt had curbed his curiosity. His

modities for domestic and foreign trade. Interest‐

writing includes commentary on world events and

ingly, Humboldt claims “the main sources of Mex‐

widely held theories. Lewis and Clark’s expedition
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of discovery, Jacques Necker’s financial state‐

ture that has noticeably improved since the end of

ments, border issues between the United States
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and New Spain, and medical theories on climate

sequent chapters mark how climate trends in the

all find a place in Humboldt’s writings. His writ‐

torrid versus temperate zones affect both popula‐

ings are not for one people or one country but for

tion and vegetation growth and track product con‐

everyone. While some language, such as the use of

sumption among indigenous versus Europeans.

“savage” or “uncivilized” may offend twenty-first

Volume 1 of Critical Essay ends poignantly with

century sensibilities, Humboldt believed “that the

Humboldt’s critical observation about government

well-being of whites is intimately linked to that of

policies that sabotage national interest. He sees

the copper race, and that there can be no lasting

Mexican agriculture as “chained to an adminis‐

happiness in both Americas until this race, humili‐

trative system that impoverishes the colonies

ated but not degraded by long oppression, can

without contributing to the wealth of the home‐

participate in all the advantages that come from

land” (1: p. 571). He advises, in the second volume,

the advancement of civilization and the improve‐

how to increase national prospects by reducing

ment of social order” (2: p. 463).

government interference with agriculture, lifting

A Critical Edition contextualizes Humboldt’s

strangling duties and taxes, and breaking up con‐

field work and extensive research through the in‐

trol over raw materials needed for mining and in‐

troduction and annotations. That said, the digital

dustry, suggesting that these measures and intern‐

annotations present some difficulties. Cost-effect‐

al improvements have the potential to improve

iveness is understandable when printing two

trade and affluence for the marginalized. Accord‐

volumes yet using a website for supplementary re‐

ing to the editors, Humboldt attempts to dispel

sources may prove difficult for some readers. They

European fears about Mexico and South America’s

must have access to these digital resources at the

mining capabilities. He addresses concerns about

time of reading or download over four hundred

the effects of New Spain and South America enter‐

pages of annotations onto a digital device for ref‐

ing the world market by reassuring that the influ‐

erence—not impossible, just inconvenient. These

ence of South American silver and gold “will be
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annotations, however, provide invaluable insight

the real wealth and treasure of a country, not just

into “the vast scientific network that Humboldt

its natural resources. Humboldt reiterates this re‐

created” and the enlightened scientists, astro‐

volutionary idea by addressing the ruling body

nomers, and economists that influenced him,

throughout his work. He calls attention to import‐

many heavily involved in the French Revolution

ant details that they should consider—broadening

(1: p. x).

the focus of New Spain’s wealth to include agricul‐
ture—reminding

Kutzinski and Ette’s Critical Edition offers

authorities

that

equity

and

prosperity for all sectors are the true litmus tests

English-speakers an opportunity to view a literary

of a nation’s wealth. Humboldt’s writing offers a

snapshot of New Spain through the lens of Hum‐

snapshot of the shifting social currents during the

boldt’s Political Essay. Humboldt weaves the

Age of Revolutions as nations emerged from the

thread of enlightened idealism through these

rubble of empires.

pages, tying national wealth to the health and in‐
dustry of its people. In other words, citizens are
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